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English wording of surprise is examined in (1) a wider discourse-related 

context ([1; 2; 3; 4]) as well as from the standpoints of (2) expressing surprise 

([5; 6; 7; 8]), (3) naming wonder/surprise ([9; 10]); (4) comparing and/or 

contrasting it to other languages ([11], [12]), and (5) representation in 

academic texts ([13; 14; 15]) – each with examples extracted from appropriate 

discourses.  

Psychologists refer surprise as a strict sequence of a rapid emotion, feeling 

and state and only the first of the three is the emotion exactly ([16; 17; 18]). 

In linguistic studies the language implementations of the three are often mixed 
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making some false illusion of endlessness of surprise wording. Hence, there 

is a necessity to correlate linguistic and psychological views on surprise and 

its wording.  

The target of our study is to propose a solution for such coordination. To 

do this we: 1) look for a shared platform; 2) consider its nature regarding to 

linguistic and psychological knowledge of surprise and its wording, and  

3) define and name the shared platform parts.  

The shared area of the emotion, feeling and state of surprise together with 

their wording variety functioning is the one where each of them can act and 

react simultaneously with all the rest. Such concurrently performance is 

possible only in human communication involving certain psychic processes, 

thinking and wording. It gives us reasons to appeal to the notion of discourse.  

In linguistics discourse is usually considered in a narrow and wider 

meanings as (a) the nearest text neighbourhood of the examined language unit 

(a piece of speech in which the unit occurred) and (b) a wider piece of life 

containing a piece of speech together with communicative situation(s), social, 

cultural, and other proper fillings and surroundings. The second is rather 

comprehensive to imply both wording and the things to be worded. Hence, 

discourse in its wider meaning is the shared platform we are looking for. 

Discourse, as a piece of life in which our speaker wonders and utters, 

varies under plenty of influences, however it always has its starting point – 

the emotion of surprise, followed by some feelings (surprise among them as 

well) and states (again with surprise or astonishment as one of them). That 

means we deal with such parts of ‘surprise discourse’ as the primary discourse 

within which the emotion of surprise appears and is expressed both non-

verbally (facially, by gestures and poses) and verbally, usually in 

exclamations like ‘Wow!’, ‘Oh!’, ‘Oh my!’ and so on. As we deal with 

linguistic discourse we are to cut our primary discourse exactly after the 

moment of the first lingual unit performance. So the primary discourse 

finishes with the end of its first wording reaction. Then the secondary 

discourse (associated with the feeling) and tertiary discourse (connected with 

the state) follow it, however they are not interesting for us now. 

However, here another problem arises: do we really deal with one primary 

discourse or a set of such pieces derived from the same emotion? Discourse 

in its wider meaning is ‘a piece of life’ with plenty of components. In our 

primary discourse the starting psychic push is surprise but it can be caused by 

various cues. So the emotion of surprise (the push itself) is the constant here 

and others are variables. Two other constants are body manifestations (more 

or less expressed but they are anyway) and verbal reaction (at least as an 

indistinct and muffled sound).  

If the person is alone, such sounding, exclaiming or speaking is self-

directed regardless of its voicing (not sounded in the case of inner speech). 
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Psychology considers the stimulus as an external factor and the motive as an 

internal factor of both mental and outer acting. 

So, in the case of any sole speaking actor the outer cue is a stimulus for 

the emotion of surprise and the self-directed exclamation or utterance is the 

verbal reaction to the stimulus. The reaction gives birth to the motive (mental 

assessment and so on) but the last unfolds after the exclamation/utterance and 

so is not connected to the stimulus directly. That is why it belongs to the 

secondary discourse. Thus, the primary discourse unfolds both in outer 

situation and inner speech. The following discourses (secondary, tertiary ones) 

have motives but not stimuli. The three constants and an unspecified amount 

of variables (such as place, time, reason of wonder and so on and so force) 

form its setting that starts from the stimulus and ends with the motive birth. 

The new-born motive acts in another discourse – a secondary one. So we get 

a group of primary discourse invariants with the shared three constants and 

some amount of variables.  

In the case of two or more speakers there is a communicative act increasing 

the number of variables but not the constants. So, the primary discourse nature 

remains.  

For English the wording of the emotion of surprise in the primary 

discourse is as follows: exclamations: Oh! (with different intonations); Ah!; 

Eh!; Wow!; Oh, my!; Oh, my God!; Oh, Lord!; Oh, my gosh!; Oh, no!; Oho!; 

What!; What?; No way!; Hey!; sole words: Really? Seriously? Oh, heavens!; 

some short cliché (if the actor uses them automatically like a sole word 

otherwise they serve secondary and tertiary discourses): What a wonder!; I 

can’t believe it! That’s impossible! 

Plenty of other expressions are longer and more complicated in syntax and 

semantics (I can’t believe my eyes!; I can’t think of it!; I find that very 

surprising! and etc.) so due to their structure and meaning they serve 

secondary and tertiary discourses.  

All the above gives us reasons to define primary discourse as follows. 

Primary discourse of surprise wording is a designation term to refer to a 

homogeneous group of discourse invariants each of which starts with the 

actor’s reaction to the stimulus and finishes with the actor’s motive, contains 

three shared constants (the emotion of surprise as a reaction to outer stimulus, 

face and body manifestation, and wording of the emotion of surprise in a 

natural language) together with an amount of variables, ends just after the 

exclamation/utterance finish and is followed by secondary discourse where 

the motive acts as a feeling cause.  
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The examination of gender differences has been a topic of interest across 

a range of academic disciplines, including the field of linguistics. The study 


